
r.pod Product Feature Benefits



This is a photo of the RP-177 dinette. This dinette has an EZ-Glide table that quickly collapses down to create a 42” X 74” 

bed. That table can easily be taken outside for entertainment and outside food preparation. This dinette seats four adults 

and sleeps two adults comfortably. 



This is a photo of the RP-177. Here is the queen bed with storage beneath (as seen in photo on right).  



This is a photo of the RP-178“U-shaped” dinette. This dinette is located in the front of the RV and the table collapses down 

to create a 58” X 74” bed. The EZ-Glide table can quickly be removed and placed outside for outside cooking preparation 

and entertainment.  This dinette will comfortably sleep two or seat five adults.  Look toward the rear of the RP-178 you will 

find a queen bed with storage below.



This is the interior rear of a RP-182G showing the entertainment center and bunks, to the right the outside garage/kitchen is 

the perfect tailgating, the beach or where ever you decide to visit. Adjustable baskets, hooks and netting provides plenty of

room for all your goodies.



This is the rear of a RP-176T. Here you can see the r-Pod with the tent folded out. On the right is a photo of the U-shaped 

dinette with an EZ-Glide table. The table is collapsible and can be easily carried outside. You will also notice the foldout 

queen bed for more sleeping area.



r-Pods have beautiful hardwood cabinetry manufactured in our facility. All r-Pod have raised panel cabinet doors and sold 

wood drawers with residential hidden hinges and ball bearing drawer guides. While most manufactures glue their cabinetry 

together, r-Pod takes more steps to ensure the quality of an r-Pod. r-Pod cabinets are glued and screwed together to form 

the best woodwork in the lite-weight towable industry. 



These are two great appliances of the r-Pod. On the left is the optional convention microwave. On the right is a standard 4.2 

cu. Ft. gas/12V/electric DSI refrigerator and freezer combo.  



This collapsible hanging rod can hold clothes, coats, towels.



This is the r-Pods control center. Here you control interior ceiling lights, the electrical slide out mechanism, hot water 

heater, water pump and battery/holding tanks levels. This is a simple and easy way to control several features of a r-Pod.



The r-Pod entertainment centers provide you the latest upgraded equipment .  Some r-Pods have the entertainment center 

as shown on the left. This entertainment center has an optional 19” LED TV and a Bluetooth DVD/CD/AM/FM/USB stereo 

which plays through 2 interior and/or 2 exterior speakers. Other models use the entertainment center on the right, shown is 

the optional 19” LED TV and swing arm bracket for viewing in several different positions.



r-Pod bathrooms have a handheld shower head and sink faucet.  



r-Pods are equipped with two ways to keep you cool. As seen on the left, r-Pods are installed with Fantastic Fans. These fans 

have three powerful speeds, have a lifetime warranty and can operate on 12-volt power. On the right is a photo of the r-

Pod’s 13,500 BTU air conditioner.  This A/C can cool your r-Pod fast even on the hottest summer day.



Above r-pod slide outs, there are extended drip rails. These act as gutters to keep rain water from running off the roof onto 

the slideout. 



One of the many great features of the r-Pod is how much storage it has. The r-Pod has more outside storage than many 

larger RVs. All r-Pods have pass thru storage with water-tight locking doors to keep your belongings safe.



Whether you’re dry camping or parked at a campsite, you’ll need fresh water. The photo on the left is your fresh water fill 

area for dry camping. r-Pods can hold 36 gallons of fresh water. The photo on the right is where you connect a campsite 

fresh water supply to your r-Pod. 



Here are two features found on all r.pods. On the left is the black tank flush hook up and on the right is the black tank dump 

valve. To use your black tank flush, simply hook a garden hose to the black tank flush receiver and turn your hose on. Sewer 

hoses easily attach and detach from the dump valve (seen on right), making it a less messy task.



These are photographs of the r-Pods A-frame on the front of the RV. The A-frame has an easy to use manual tongue jack. On 

top, there is a 20# LP tank and a dual battery rack. Underneath, there is a sewer hose storage compartment. 



r-Pod’s have bright amber porch lights to illuminated your campsite.  Also on the exterior sidewall are two GFI protected 

electrical outlets so you can run electronics outside. 



r-Pods have an independent torsion axle suspension. While most RVs offer steel-on-steel leaf spring suspension, r-Pod 

utilizes a rubber-on-rubber independent suspension. As an r-Pod owner, be comfortable knowing you’ll have the easiest 

towing travel trailer.  



r-Pods offer an optional axle riser. This option will lift your r-Pod 3 ½” additional inches above the torsion axle suspension. 

R-Pods have 14” aluminum wheels with radial tires and electric Nev-R-Adjust brakes. 



All r-Pods are equipped with a black diamond-plate shield on the front end. These offer great protection from rocks, 

pebbles and other road debris from damaging your front end. Also included is a front docking light so you can illuminate 

your r-Pod’s A-frame in the evening. 



r-Pod roofs are a seamless one-piece fiberglass roof. While most RVs use a rubber roof, the r-Pod’s roof is strong fiberglass 

stretched from front to back. All r-Pod rears have LED lights and rear spoiler with LED lights.



All r-Pods have standard spare tires. Spare tires are full-size and are mounted on the rear (right) of the r-Pod or inside the 

pass thru storage (left).



r-Pods are pre-wired for cable and satellite television. r-Pods are also equipped with a high-definition digital multidirectional 

antenna. The antenna is also not a crank-up antenna. Enjoy watching the best quality television available at your campsite 

in your r-Pod.  



r-Pods wet bath provides you your own facilities, functional and private.  All r-Pods are equipped with a standard black tank 

flush system. This is a “must-have” to maintain the integrity of your black tank and to prevent human waste from solidifying 

and blocking your dump valves.



All r-Pods are equipped with digital thermostats. These thermostats control your air conditioner and furnace.  Be 

comfortable and control your r-Pod’s climate between 55 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit. You can also adjust your thermostat to 

Celsius settings if you prefer. r-Pods are cooled with a 13,500 BTU low profile air conditioner, and are heated with a 20,000 

BTU furnace.



r-Pods rear garage models have a LP Quick Disconnect hook-up. With an r-Pod you can easily connect a gas grill outside to 

truly enjoy the great outdoors. Having a detachable power cord is great because you don’t have to struggle to get your cord 

in and out of your RV or worry about getting bugs and dirt inside your RV cord storage department. All r-Pods are powered 

by 30 AMP service.   



These are photos of the rear garage r-Pod models (RP-181 and RP-182). All r-Pod’s have  a rear spoiler with LED lights. The 

photo on the right portrays the optional bike rack. This rack holds two bicycles and mounts to the rear hitch of the r-Pod. (2 

bikes only)



This is the optional “r-Dome.” This is a great option to expand your living quarters at your campsite. The r-Dome comes in a 

nylon carry bag and is quickly set up. It also has large mesh windows with covers to roll down if you want more privacy 

(approximately 8’ X 11’).



Warranties

• Fantastic Fan Lifetime

• Lamilux Gel-Coated Fiberglass 2 year

• Dometic Appliances 2 year

• TV Antenna 2 year

• Shurflo Water Pump 2 year

• Suburban Appliances 2 year

• Torsion Axles 1 year

• Powder Coated Frame 1 year

• Slide-out Mechanism 1 year

• Jensen Electronics 1 year

• Coach Net Road Side Assistance 1st Year


